
ADULT  EDUCATION

Introduction to Mussar
Taught by Rabbi Richard Camras
Tuesdays, Nov. 1 – Dec. 13 | 5:00 – 6:30 PM | In-Person Only
Begin a personal exploration of Mussar – how a focus on one’s character traits can lead to deeper and richer
relationships and a more ethical life.

Oy to Joy 
Taught by Rabbinic Intern Avram Ellner
Tuesdays, Nov. 1, 8, 15, and 29 | 7:00-8:30 PM | In-Person Only
In some ways, "Oy is the starting point of any Jewish conversation, whether in the beit midrash or at the local deli. 
In saying "Oy!" we're doing more than just kvetching - we're noticing the gap between the world as it is and the world
as it could be. How do we close the gap? Join Rabbinic Intern Avram Ellner for a series of thought-provoking classes
which explore this process of how we can navigate the path from "Oy!" to "Joy!" in our lives. 

ScholarStream Series 2: What’s Your Burning Question?
Wednesdays, Oct. 26, Nov. 2, 9, and 16 | 5:00 – 6:00 PM PST | Online via USCJ
ScholarStream Series 3: Great Thinkers Who Have Influenced Conservative Judaism
Wednesdays, Nov. 30, Dec. 7, 14, and 21 | 5:00 – 6:00 PM PST | Online via USCJ
Taught by Rabbis and Scholars of the Conservative Movement
The Conservative Movement seminaries and institutions are partnering to offer educational series that will bring you
face-to-face with the brightest and most engaging scholars our movement has to offer. All ScholarStream lectures
will be recorded and made available to all registered participants. 
Free with Discount Code: ShomreiTorah5783. Enroll: https://bit.ly/3C30aQt

Lunch and Learn
Taught by Rabbi Richard Camras
Thursdays beginning Oct. 20 | 12:00 – 1:00 PM | Online via Zoom and stslive.org
Study the Torah portion of the week with insights from our Rabbinic tradition.

Miller Introduction to Judaism
Taught by Shomrei Torah and Temple Aliyah Clergy
Thursdays beginning Oct. 20 | 6:30 – 9:30 PM | at STS | In-Person Only
This one-year course is for those who are converting or for those who want an introductory refresher course on the
life, lore, and practice of Judaism. Email intro@aju.edu for more information.

Remix Judaism: Preserving Tradition in a Diverse World
With author and professor Roberta Rosenthal Kwall
Sunday, Nov. 20 | 10:00 - 11:30 AM | In-Person and on Zoom
Professor Roberta Rosenthal Kwall discusses the thesis of her widely acclaimed new book, "Remix Judaism: Preserving
Tradition in a Diverse World," as it applies to individuals, parents and grandparents seeking to deepen their
connection to Jewish tradition outside of strict compliance with the rules of Jewish law. Book available for purchase
on the event page. For those who are joining us in-person, the program begins with a light breakfast.
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